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My Goal:

Provide a brief overview of certain key
legal considerations for a start-up
company so you can go seek assistance
as needed
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Topics We Will Cover:

Choice of Legal Entity

Intellectual Property

Raising Private Capital
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Choice of Legal Entity

Entity History

 Sole proprietorships

 Partnerships

Corporations – a statutory construct to provide
limited liability

 S-corporations – limited liability with a tax solution

 Limited Liability Companies – limited liability with a
tax solution and more flexibility
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Choice of Legal Entity

New Trends: Benefit Corporations (B Corps)

Several states have adopted; several more
(including NC) under consideration

Allows directors to consider social considerations
and the environment

Statutes are all different; many details (like director
liability) are unclear
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Choice of Legal Entity

New Trends: Low-Profit Limited Liability Companies (L3C)

 Primary purpose is to achieve socially beneficial objectives
and secondary purpose of generating profit

 In order to qualify as an L3C, the company must be
organized and operated (1) to accomplish a charitable or
educational purpose, (2) so that production of income or the
appreciation of property is not a significant purpose of the
company, and (3) without seeking to accomplish a political
or legislative purpose

 This is really part of a broader goal of facilitating investment
by private foundations in for-profit entities (it is a tax issue)
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Choice of Legal Entity

General Considerations:

Form the entity early in the process to avoid
assigning contracts, etc. and to minimize
personal liability

Observe the “corporate formalities” to
maintain limited liability – sign contracts in the
name of the Company, maintain separate
bank accounts, etc.
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Choice of Legal Entity

Advantages of C Corporations

 Start-up companies that intend to engage in offering investment shares broadly to the
public or obtain venture capital investments typically are structured as C Corporations due
to investors’ familiarity and comfort with these entities and for investors’ tax reasons.

 Shareholders of C Corporations are not taxed on the earnings of the corporation, but only
on dividends and other distributions of cash or assets made by the corporation. Because
the highest corporate tax rate is presently lower than the highest individual rate, and
because most corporations are taxed at graduated rates, less total taxes may be paid on
earnings that are retained by a C Corporation. This would be beneficial if the corporation
will make few, if any, dividends or distributions during the growth stage of its business.

Disadvantages of C Corporations

 Double taxation - C Corporations are separate taxpayers: they pay taxes on their own
earnings and shareholders pay a second time, at ordinary rates on dividends and typically
at capital gains rates on the sale of C Corporation stock.

 C Corporation shareholders receive no direct tax benefit from tax losses incurred by the C
Corporation.
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Choice of Legal Entity

Generally Avoid an S Corporation

• S Corporation capital structures are not as flexible as those of C Corporations. S
Corporations may have only one class of stock. Venture capital funds and other
institutional investors may not hold stock in an S Corporation because only
individuals, estates, and certain trusts may be shareholders in such entities.

• A dividend or distribution by an S Corporation of assets that have appreciated in
value is a taxable event for the corporation’s shareholders; a similar distribution by an
LLC or partnership is generally not taxable.

• There is no step-up in the tax basis of an S Corporation’s assets upon a sale of stock
or the death of a shareholder, but such a step-up can be achieved by an LLC that
makes the appropriate election under the Internal Revenue Code.

• In contrast to the tax treatment of LLC members, S Corporation shareholders do not
include third-party debt in the tax basis of their shares, which limits the shareholder’s
tax benefit from such losses.

• An employee who receives S Corporation stock is taxed immediately upon the receipt
or the vesting of the shares.
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Choice of Legal Entity

Advantages of an LLC

 LLCs are very flexible, allowing customized management and economic structures. Unlike an S
Corporation, there is no limitation on the type of entity that can be an owner or investor in an LLC.

 Because the LLC is a “pass-through entity” for tax purposes, LLC owners endure only one level of
taxation on profits and generally may claim LLC losses immediately on their individual tax returns.

 An LLC can easily merge or consolidate with a corporation, a limited partnership or another LLC.
Furthermore, contribution of equity or assets to an LLC can be accomplished more easily for tax
purposes than with a corporation.

 Upon a sale of assets by an LLC, the purchaser may receive a “stepped-up basis” in the assets
purchased, allowing the purchaser to enjoy greater depreciation deductions, while there is no tax at the
LLC level on such gain.

Disadvantages of an LLC

 LLC owners who are also employees generally must pay self-employment taxes and make estimated tax
payments.

 Many venture capital funds and institutional investors prefer to invest in corporations, because of the
longer tradition and more carefully worked out legal ramifications of ownership, in addition to the hope
that the company may eventually sell shares broadly to the public or be acquired by another corporation
in a tax-free transaction or for tax reasons – BUT, you can convert to a corporation later
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Intellectual Property

Agreements With Inventors

 Need to prove the Company owns the invention to raise
capital

 Note that generally an individual inventor, not the
Company, owns an invention, subject to certain
exceptions (such as the “hired to invent” doctrine)

 Do not rely on legal default rules - from the beginning of
a project, make sure there are written agreements from
all participants that assign the rights to the Company; it
is much more difficult to get an agreement once real
money is involved
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Intellectual Property

Provisional Patents
 How do you raise funds to commercialize an idea without losing rights to your

intellectual property and incurring the expense of a patent filing?

 Try to get confidentiality agreements

 A provisional patent application is a “placeholder” that allows the entrepreneur to
start the process of seeking a patent, without a major expenditure, and to
establish a filing date that can help protect against theft of the invention. Filing a
provisional patent application also permits the entrepreneur to use the term
“Patent Pending” with respect to the invention, which may be useful in dealing
with other parties.

 The application process is not complicated, requiring only an informal document
that can be prepared without the help of an attorney

 Limits: not examined by the PTO on its merits and lapses twelve months from
its filing date
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Intellectual Property

Protecting the Name
 “Common law” Rights – right to the exclusive use of the mark to identify the identified goods or

services within the geographic territory in which the goods or services are sold or offered

 Registration – benefits of registering a trademark with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO): may sue in federal court; all persons are presumed to have actual notice of the
trademark, so that all subsequent adopters of an infringing mark, no matter what the geographic
market, do so at their peril; use of international treaties to extend the protection of the registration
to other countries; presumed to be the lawful owner of the mark in the U.S.; after five years of
continuous use of the mark, rights become “incontestable” with respect to most grounds for
challenge.

• The exclusivity awarded a trademark extends not just to the exact mark and the exact goods
identified by it. A trademark owner may exclude others from adopting any mark that, when actually
used or applied to be registered, is so similar to the first mark as to likely cause mistake,
confusion, or error with respect to the origin, sponsorship, or quality of the goods or services
identified by the mark. Thus, protection extends to variations in sound, spelling, and meaning of
the mark and also to variations in the design, function or purpose of the product so identified, as
long as the total impact is to create a likelihood of confusion between the products.

• Search before you adopt a name/mark - Before a company adopts a new trademark, it should
retain the services of a trademark lawyer to engage and interpret a full search of existing
“common law” trademarks, pending trademark registration applications, and trademarks registered
with the USPTO and state authorities. This avoids infringement liability and/or the need to re-
brand.
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Raising Private Capital

 Section 5 of the federal Securities Act of 1933 (the “1933 Act”) and most state securities
laws prohibit the offer or sale of any securities without registration, unless there is a
specific exemption from the registration requirement.

 The most common exemption is Section 4(2) of the 1933 Act, which exempts transactions
by an issuer not involving a “public offering.” Factors examined in determining whether a
Section 4(2) exemption is available include (1) the number of offerees, (2) the pre-existing
relationship of the offerees to each other and the issuer, (3) the number of units offered, (4)
the size of the offering, (5) the manner of offering, (6) the information disclosure or access
involved, (7) offeree sophistication, and (8) the absence of redistribution of the securities.

 SEC has over the years issued specific safe- harbor exemption rules. Among other things,
these rules include limits on the aggregate amount of equity that may be issued and
describe the types of investors who may be involved depending on their wealth and
financial sophistication.

 Another over-arching consideration when soliciting investments from your friends and
family are the general anti-fraud laws. Both the federal securities laws and most state
securities laws impose liability on any person who offers or sells any security where there
is fraud, an untrue statement of material fact, or an omission to state a material fact
necessary to make statements not misleading. This standard applies to all offerings of
securities, both public and exempt private offerings.
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